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I 
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ABSTRACT 

All heavy particles may be regarded as compounds of at least two 

elementary particles; the most satisfactory choice of ~he elementary units 

" appears' to be N(nucleon) and A. All other particles may be constructed 

as complexes of these two by employing consistent assumptions about the 

interaction energies among the basic particles. The advantages of the 

model lie in its simplicity: (a) conservation of heavy fermions is 

inherent; (b) under plausible assumptions of ~ , N symmetry, only 

V particles with charge number 'q I ~, ara metastable; (c) the 

. strangeness S appears less physically significant than the charge-

displacement. number a = q- Tz, which is the essential point of difference 

and ·N. The strong binding potential between fermion and 
. .' it ; ~ . . 

antifermion.is associated with the strong hard-core repulsion between 

fe'rmion and fermion, as in N-N scattering. Th~ model provides a useful 

vehicle for exploring the consequences of parity doublet states for the 

~(K) particles. 

* Assisted by the A.F. Office of Scientific Research, Air Research and 

Development Command. 

** Permanent address: ,Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana. 

*" This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission. 
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COMPoUND MODEL FOR V PARTICLES 

R. W. King 

Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 

and 

D. C. Peaslee 

Radiation Laboratory, University of California 
Berkeley, California 

A considerable variety of heavy, strongly interacting pa~icles 

is now known to exist: N(nucleon), 1\ , , ..::... , 11 , and K, 

not to distinguish the e and t" modes of K decay. For exploratory 

purposes it may be useful to regard these as·tightly bound complexes of a 
\ 

smaller variety of tlbasic"particles, in the same way as a pion might be 

constructed from a nucle~n-antinucleon combination. l The following note 

considers .some features of such compound schemes. 

The tight binding, on the. otder of the heavy-particle rest masses, 

actually implies an indefinite amount of virtual pair creation and 

annihilation. Thus each compound wave functi~n here written represents 

only the leading (i.e., simple~term in an infinite seriesj the model 

may be usefUl. for qualitative considerations if this lea.ding term is 

suffi"ciently dominant and representati veof . the symmetry properties of 

the higher terms. 

The detailed properties of the model depend on the degree of 

symmetry ascribed to the "hasie ll particles themselves. Any such symmetry 

is neglected in Sections 1 and. 2; in Section 3 account is taken of the 

1 
~ E. Fermi and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 12, 1739 (1949); see also 

Reference 5. 
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patent similarity between Nand ::: in. spite of their 35% mass 

difference. Inclusion of this symmetry does not contradict but rather 

complements the results of the previous sections; in particular, it 

becomes evident that no metastable states should exist with charge 

number I.q I > I .. The possibility of parity doublets
2 

in the A is . 

also considered in the light of a compound model and is found to introduce 

additional complications. 

Such compound-model considerations. do not alter the general 
, 3 

principle for defining strange particles. They do.,.' h'owever, tend to 
·4 . 

suggest that the strangeness number S is of less fundamental 

significance for V particles than the charge-displacement number a. 

1. Choice and Properties of the "Basic" 'Particles 

A compound model for present heavy particles requires at lea.st 

two "basic" pa.rticles" of which 

(a) at least one i8& fermion; 

(b) . at least one has anticorre1ated real and isotopic spin 

(5 : integer, I = half integer, or vice versa); 

(c) not both particles satisi1 both (a) and (b). 

Fermions cannot be constructed from bosons" nor anticorre1ated 

particles from correlated ones; requirement (c) is necessar,y to avoid the 

situation where all fermionsare anticorrelate~, all bosons correlated in 

the sense of (b). 

2 
T. D. Lee and C. N. YAng, Phys. Rev. 102, 290 (1956). 

3 M. Gel1-Mann, Phys. Rev. ~, 833 (1953); T. Nakano and' K. Nishijima, 

Prog. Theor. Phys.10, 581 (1953) • 

. 4 K. Nishijima, Prog. Theor. Phys. 12, 107 (1954); M. Gel1-};1ahn, unpublished. 
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The three most immediate p~irs satisfying these criteria are 

(A) A and e 
(B)5 N arid e 

(C) '~fN and A. , 

The choice among these equivalent combinations-is of course dictated only 

b.Y convenience--namely that experimentally prevalent states should be 

compounded as simply as.possible. The discussion below employs (C), 

,whichhas the advantage that ali "elementary" particles ar,e femons; 

conservation of heavY fermlons and antifermions is then automatic and 

need not be imposed as a- supplementar.y condition. 
~, . 

The binding of .elernentaryfermions to antifenrlons must be on the 
. . . 

'. 2 . 
order of }.fc (M = nucleon mass), with a corresponding "force. range" of 

~ . -14 
order -nlMc rJ 2 x 10 cm. As pointed out in Reference 1, it is 

difficult .to construct a simple scheme of forces between particle and 

antiparticle without inferring equally strong forces between particle 

and particle. It is tempting to associate these strong particle-particle 

6 
forces with the "hard core" indicated by the analy.sis of N-N scattering. 

For the crude purposes of the present discussion, in Which spin dependence 

is neglected, we thus assume a simple change in sign between fermion

fermion and fermion-antifermion "forcas" in t,he range ~Mc. This 

simplification is another adVantage peculiar to the combination (C) above • 

. Of course only interactions in the range 1i'/Mc are of concern for the 

construction of V particles on a compound model; the range extending to 

5 
M. Goldhaber, Phys. Rev. 101, 433 (1956). 

6 R. Jastrow, Phys. Rev. 81, 165 (1951). 
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. .r"V10~/Mc encompases the prdinary nuclear forces, which are responsible 

for the binding of nucleons and V particles to form compound nuclei. 

2. Complexes of Minimum Symmetry 

First consider the model when the basic particles are taken as in 

(C), and any syIImetry between Nand ::: is neglected. A1 though in 

this section we use the model for some detailed energy estimates, the 

exact numerical values must not be taken very seriously. Only the 

qualitative trands inferred from these numbers could be of any sign1fic::ance. 

The simplest representation of 7/ and K mesons is (N-N) and 

(N- tv, respectively, .where the bar indicates antiparticle. The corresponding 

binding en~rgies are EriN = -1.85 and 
2· . 

Mc. A complete succession of hyperons 

~I\ = -1 ~66 in units of nucleon 

of diffe~nt~strangeness 4 
classes 

S may be written as 

--(n + l)N -t nl\.. with S.... n 
(1) 

(n~ 1)1\ + oN with S = -(n+l). 

It will be eeen, however, that the compound model provides a natural limit 

to the number of metastable strange particles. A zeroth approximation to 

the binding of these complexes 1s to take' constant positive energies ENN , 

E"" ' and ~I\between two renniona (or two antifermions) and constant 

negative energies Ezm, E"I\ .and ~I\ between a fennion and an 

antifermi6n. This approximation is most valid for complexes containing 

not more than two fermions of the same kind, and will be applied primarily 
. . 

to cases of this type. In the narrow core region each particle is assumed 

to interact with all others; average exclusion effects are supposed 

contained in ENN and EI\A. Although this model is extremely crude, 

~~-----------
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one feature seems 1ike~ to remain dominant in a more detailed treatment: 

there exist reasonable choices of the E I S for which only a limited 

-number of hyperon classes are stable against rapidd~cay by K- (or K-) 

emission. 

If we now identify the g hyperon with the complex (N-N-!\), 

the == hyperon with the complex. (N- A ~AJ., .the isotopic spin I = 3/2 

resonance of the nucleon ~ with the co~plex (N-N-N), and take HI' = 1.19, 

we can calculate EN/\' EA/\ and ERN as follows: 
'. 

M1. :: ENN-+ EN" +, ~ + M" + ,2l-iN = 1.27 , 

M;:: - EI\/\ -+ 2ENI\ -t 2M/\ + MN = 1.40 , (2) 

= 106 ~ :: 2.0. (3) 

These values allow us to estimate the mass of the hyperon state 
, . 

Z of strangeness S = 1 associated with the complex (N - N - A ): 

(4) 

Since the condition for K instability is M
Z 

- ~L... 0.53, it is apparent 

that a metastable Z hyperon is not to be expected. Although the lowest 
, ru..-

state of this hyperon is unstable, .it should appear 'as a strong resonance 

in K ... N scattering and 80 be subject to experimental study. _,The indicated 
. lab 

resonance energy is of order EK ~ 0.5 Bev. There Tn1ght in fact be 

a double resonance corresponding to the lowest 1=0 and I = lstates 

of Z. 
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The empirical values of Eq. (3) strongly suggest that Exy ~ -:-Exy. 

If this holds true, then EI\I\ ~ -E = -1.3, and it is possible 

** to predict the energy of another nucleon resonance N with 1= ~ , from 

the complex (N -A - 1\): 

(5) ~** = EAI\ + ~+ ENI\ + 2MA + f\ ~ 2.0 

7 
The extent of agreement with experiment is fortuitous on so crude a model. 

There is no comparable simple structure that will yield a third excited 

*** . nucleon state' N with I = 3/2 in the same energy region. Of less 

immediate interest is a resonance state for th.e 1\ from the complex' . 

(1\ - A - 1\), Which, if we use the same estimates, should have 

~ 2.2. 

The simple structure (f\ -") cannot contribute to the 

since it~st have I = O. With EJ\/\ ~ -1.3, the mass of the 

corresponding f meson is 

1.1. 

meson, 

(6) 

This neutral meson probably has odd parity, although its spin is uncertain. 

It thereforecsnnot decay into two pions but has plenty of energy for 

rapid decay into three or more pions, so that it would never be observed. 

It it forms an important intermediate state 1n high-energy events, the net 
. . 

effect is presumably some increase in the mul.tip1icity of pion production. 

In zeroth approximation'we find several hyperons with S ~ -3 

.. .. ~ . to be stable. These ljperons require th e presence of three or more 

·1 Shapiro, Leavitt and Chen, Phys. Rev. ~, 1073 (1953); Cool, Madansky 

and Piccioni, Phys. Rev. 93, 637 (1954). , 
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ant1nucleons,however, which int~~uces relative angular momentum values 

greater than zero. . Higher angular momentum states must certainly produce 

. a weakening of the A - N bonds with a resulting increase in energy, 

perhaps sufficient to result in K-instability. It is possible to use 

the eXperimental fact that no S ~ -3 particle has been observed to 

establish a limit for EriN> 2.3 •. This limit places the I = 3/2 

nucleon resonance at ' ,.-..J600 Mev, however, which is not in agreement 

with experiment. This degree of discrepancy, on the order of 0.3 Bev, , , , ' 

may 'be regarded as an optimistiC measure of the accuracy of the model. 
'; 

In any case, it is inherent in the model that hyperons with S > o 

become K-unstable much faster than hyperons with S ~ 0 'become 

K-unstable. This general feature is in accord with experiment. 

Bosons with'S I > 1 must be compounded of four or more 

fermions on this model. Estimates like the above indicate that all such 

states should be unstable against'rapid K-emission, so that any e - {' 
. , 8,9 

difference could not be explained in this manner. Since there is'no 

exclusion effect between N and 1\ ,the present model allows for two 

K-particle states with different spins. (sl\ + ,) and (81\- ~), corresponding 

to an L = 0 space state. These configurations have the same parity (odd 

or even according as the~elative N, " parities are the same or opposite) 

and spins differing by .one unit. This is of little help in understanding 

thee, 1r dilemma, especiallY since one does not expect a perfect spin 

independence of the N - 1\ interaction. We have, however, assumed throughout 

that the spin dependence of the interactions is of secondar,y importance on 
.: 11 '.! 

8 
A. Salam and J. C. Polkinghorne, Nuovo cimento ~, 685 (1955) • 

. . . ,:~ , 

9,' ' . 
T. D. Lee arid J. Orear, Phys. Rev. 100, 933 (1955). 
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the energy scal e used here., Thus one would expect the K' to have an 

excited state, say in the range < 1 Bev with the same isotopic spin and 

parity as the ground state, and real spin differing by one unit~ Such a 

state could for instance reveal itself by the strong inelastic s~attering 

of K meson~ on nuclei. 

There is an additional indication of an excited state 6f the K 

at not too high energies. Consider the combination N + N + /\+ N, which 

does not contain ,three basic particles of one ldnd, so that we may still 

neglect exclusion effects. Using the procedures and nuinetn~l values above, 

one obtains for'this state an excitation energy about 0.3 Bev above the" 

ground state of the Kmeson. This state might differ from both the 

(~~ !) and (sA -~) states in having I = 3/2. 

3. symmetry of 'N, and -- . 
On the mass scale (Bev) used for the present considerations, the 

, N mass'difference appears to be of' second order; it scarcely 

,exceeds the probable, degree of error in' the numerical energy estimates 

above. To ,the present order of approximation the == , N mass' difference 

might be neglected, so that all compound structures shogld be 8ymme~ed 

with respect to, N, and =-,. To see the maXimum effect of this symmetry, 

one could repeat the numerical estimates of Section 2, everywhere replacing 

N by All conclusions must there be oompatible with both sets of 

'basic particles (N, 1\) and (1\,:=:); ,any contradictio~s cannot be 

resolved by the model in its present simple form. It is seen in the following 

that in fact no contradictions appear. 

, I 
I 
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Writing the . 11' and K as 

have - -2.65 and E_ 
- 1\;:. 

(.=: - :=:) and (It - - ), we 

- -2.06. Then taking Z as 

-(1\ - .:: -

(2)" (3) 

Z) and N as (=- - 1\ - 1\ ), we obtain, as in Eqs. 

= '·200 
(7) 

- 1.2. 

The only point of compatibility with the (N, A) basis is E,\,\, which· 

is automatically the same. Nothing is known about excited states of the 

-=: , and. on a (l\,:=:) basis y.J* states involve fiVe-fermion 

mixtures, which are more complicated than any consider~ above. We can 

therefore obtain no further direct information and must rely on sign 

reversal to g1 veE.::::;: ~ 2 .7, E 1\./\ ~ -1. 3 . From thi s we can 

estimate the mass of the hyperon.f\-. with strangeness S = -3, regarded 

as (.2 - _ 1\ ): 

(8) 

The threshold for instability by rapid K emission is 1.93, Bothat no 

metastable -'1- is to be expected. 

Absence of the Jl... is the only new statement obtained from the 

(1\ t ..=:. ) basis. It 1s additional to :the results from (N, /\) but 

. not incompatible:. 'on the (N, 1\) basis the f\.. 1s a five-fermion 
.... 6', •• ~ 

complex, on which no definite predictions are ventured. All other statements 

of Section 2, remain true on the (1\, ::::.) basis,· in particular that 

. regarding the absence of metastable bosons with (s I .> 1. Thus a 

j 

I 

,) 
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compound model with vectorial A provides a simple interpretation of the 

striking fact tha.t no V particles' of charge \ q I > 1 are observed. 

Symmetry of and N implies that they should h~ve the same 

spin and parity •. The p8.rity requirement seems somewhat awkward: if the 

-. - is and all particles are in orbital S states, as would 

be expected for lowest energy, then the parity is opposite to that 

of N. There are two possibilities for avoiding this difficulty: to assume 
2 

an orbital P state~ or to assume an intrinsic parity doublet and take ~ as 

(/\ - 1\' - N) in. orbital S states. The next section shows, however, that 

the introduction of parity doublets does riot appear to yield any net 

simplification. 

4. Parity Doublets 

The compound model provides a useful vehicle for further examination 
2 . 

of the parity doublet scheme. We must now introduce three basic particles., 
I 

say N, 1\ and 1\' ; in the following it is frequently-more convenient 

to regard the 1\ as a single particle with a bivalent :parity index, like 

a spin component Sz =.± ,. The strong 1\ - N interactions are all parity

independent: ~J\= EN/\' , ENJ\ = . EHI\' , leading. to degenerate states of 

opposite parity for the K(e and 1"'). The question :next arises of 

comparing the inter~ctions E
AA

. :;. 'BAA • These can scarcely be equal, 

for then parity doublets would appear for all particles and not merelY 

those of odd strangeness--e.g., N: -(=: -A-A.) - , 
and N' = C:= -1\ - 1\ ) 

or hence :rt = (N - N) and 7i = (N' - i). It will appear below that we 

can take EM:f. . EI\I\ and hence eliminate some of the 'parity doublets 

from particles of even strangeness, particularlY among the low-lying states. 

The simplest choices of A - 1\ interact.ion will .not completely remove 
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the parity degeneracy, however, so that some parity doublets may exist among 

even-strangeness states. 

The intrinsic parity index of the 1\ is two-valued and can thus be 

specified by the conventional "spin up, spin down" functions 0( , p . In 

these terms the wave functions for two 1\ particles are 

2-i«~\ oj 2 - Fl P2) 'fib (12) , 

2-~(0r' . a + Pol) W. (12) , 
'. 1,2 1 ~ 2 1c 

2-~("Il P2 -. Pl of 2) 'fd(12) , 

/ 

P = 1, C = 1, (8a) 

P = 1, C = -1, (8b) 

P = -1, C = 1, (ac) 

, .. 

P= -1, C = -1. (Bd) 

Here the ~ contain all space-spin functions not relating to parity. The 

eigenvalues ot F,unctions (a) are indicated for the space-reflection operator 

P = Pl P2 and the "parity conjugation II C = Cl C2 of Reference 2. To 

determine the energies of these states, write the most general interaction 

fo.nn in terms of operators acting on OJ and: (3 : 

Here X = i C P is a third operator anticommuting ldth P and C for the 

A particles: just as P, C are isomorphic to the Pauli inatrices cr-, a- , . . z x 

so X is isomorphic to <rye The eigenvalues ;of X = Xl X2 for Functions (8) 

are X = -PC. To remove entire~ the degeneracies of (8), at least two of 
.. '. \ 

the coefficient sa, b, c . in Eq. (9) must be nonv~sh1ng and unequal in 
... - .. .--" 

magnitude. 
. ,,;.;. 
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The forin of Eq. (9) is suitab1,.e for strong .1\ ... A and N - N 

forces, since in either case it commutes with P and C for the entire 

system. Strong N - 1\ forces, on the other hand,.must have a = b = c = 0, 

in order that the forces conserve parity (coninU:te with p) and be identical 
,I 

for 1\ and ". (commute with C) • There nmst thus be .a qualitative 

distinction l?etween, strong. interactions of like (N - N or A - I\. ) 
and unlike ,(N - 1\.) particles. Quantitatively, the previous, sections 

have suggested that these forces are of comparable magnitude. 

In contrast to the strong N - 1\ forces, the weak N - " 

interaction responsible for V decays must have at least a~ ° in the 

form of Eq. (9). This is because A decay oannotconserve C or X, 

as can be seen by writing 

1\ 

I 

A -

2-!(1\1 + 1\2) 

2-~(1\ - 1\ ) 
1 2 

(10) 

1\ and are 

eigenfunctions of P, they are mixtures of.C (and hence of X) eigenfunctions. 

But in decays' like" (1\1) ~ N, the product is an eigenfunction of C 

and . X as well as P. Since C is not conserved ill i.-.decays, particles 
,0" ., 

,of even strangeness l1.ke Nand 1.f are not quite pure eigenfunctions of 

10 . 10 
0, although the ad~ure must be very small, on the order of 10 

10 tti9'i;p4¥#~p8 worth emphasizing
2 

that this degree of validity for C 
implies a second ·class of V particles different in character from 
thoss now known •. For example, a . "f! -meson (1\ - A) with C=-l 

could not deca" rapidly by pion ·emission .and ~ght have a lifet'1ID.e 
characteristic of V decays. For a rest mass> 1.06, however, rapid ' 

decay into (e +. 'r) ,COUld occur. It is thus quite possible that no V 
particles of this class are metastable • 

. , 
:... 

" .. --..:.. .... -
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Whatever the value of C for N, it must be C = ~l for the 

pion, in order to conserve C in strong interactions like' N..., N+ 71 . 

If we represent the pion as (N - N) J then c'JI = -+ 11 requires that the 

eigenvalue of C be the same for Nand N, in contrast to P. The 

assumption ot N, symmetr,y requires that Nand (/\ - 1\. - N) have 

the same P and Cj to satisf.y the C condition, the parameters in 

Eq. (9) must be 'such as to make the 1\ - 1\ repulsion least for (8a) or 

. (8c). The identity of .=: and N parities implies an orbital P state 

if (Sa) is lowest, an orbital S state with. (BeL In any case, the 

introduction of parity doublets for the 1\ increases rather than reduces 

the special constructions necessar,y to assure iden~ity of --- and N 

parameters. 

5. Conclusion 

The scheme described above incorporates the idea of strangeness and 

neither restricts ~or extends the general principle. Rather it provides a 

specific model in which the principle is applied. Its only advantage is 

simPlicity: the inflnttely manY classes ot strangeness S are expressed 

in tenns of just two basic particles, out of which., all others are compounded. 

With its automatic inclusion of termion-antifermion conservation, the 

model removes emphasis from S as a physically significant parameter and 

focuses it again on the charge displacement a = q - I z ' This appears as 

the' essential point of difference between Nand 1\ ; it we could proper~ 

understand this difference, models. like the above of that of Reterehce 5 

would extend .the understanding to all V particles. 




